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Women in Turn-of-the-Century Memphis
Traditionally, the role of women in history has been overlooked. Alocal researcher has spent
several years studying family collections, diaries, newspapers and club memorabilia to present a
more complete picture of early Memphis.

By Susan Milner

hen historian Marsha
Wedell stepped into an
almost-forgotten closet
in an aging Midtown
women's club, her educated eye saw beyond the dust and
disarray. Among decades-old record
books, Dr. Wedell discovered a vibrant
account of early Memphis history as
recorded by a small, influential group
of women - early members of the
Nineteenth Century Club.
"These books were a truly unexpected find: firsthand accounts written by club secretaries of meetings
beginning in 1902. To read about issues important to these women and
see how they went about changing
things confirmed and expanded my
initial thoughts concerning the significant influence of women in this
city," said Dr. Wedell, who wrote Elite
Women and the Reform Impulse in
Memphis, 1875-1915, a book chroni-
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Illustration by J essica W. Anderson

cling the impact of upper-class women
on early Memphis history.
This book grew out of Dr. Wedell's
doctoral dissertation in history, which
she completed at Memphis State in
1988. Long interested in the role of
women in history, Dr. Wedell began a
specific case study examining how
women influenced the course of Memphis history and how emergence into
society changed their lives.
"Being a woman, I became interested in studying women and saw that
they were usually relegated to the
back pages of history books," she said.
"I became determined to follow a different path - to focus on people who
were doing things that brought about
change in society, not just political and
business leaders."
During the mid-1870s and continuing into the early 20th century, increasing ·numbers of women banded
together in local organizations. For
the first time, these women found collective voices to vocalize their concerns.
Their organizations began addressing

a wide range of urban issues and focusing community attention on appalling
living and working conditions in many
areas of Memphis.
"Women have historically been put
in the role of society's nurturers," said
Dr. Wedell. "Therefore, it wasn't unusual for them to say, 'Look, while the
men are trying to make Memphis a
commercial success, attract new
people and build up the city, they are
forgetting that quality of life is also
very important.
"'If you want to have a successful
city, you have to realize there are people
who have fallen through the capitalist
system. These people aren't benefiting
from the business boom. Quite the
contrary: if they get sick, or get hurt on
the job, or for any reason don't make it
up the economic ladder, they're lost
and their families are truly lost."'
This notion of "municipal housekeeping" developed as women took
their common values of nurturing,
family unity and religious ethics out of
Continued on page 26
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In a remote South American city, Indian tribes continue to use ancient
curing techniques, shunning modern medical technology. By studying
their attitudes and methods, one MSU professor hopes to answer
questions about our own health care practices.

AND THE HEALTH CARE CRUSADE

By Greg Russell

t was a plot Indiana Jones
would have loved: a professor suffering from a tarantula bite while studying
witchcraft high in the
Andes is rescued by Indians
who wrap her swollen leg in
unripened cheese.
Unripened cheese? Yes, and
a few plant leaves,just for good
measure, says Dr. Ruthbeth
Finerman, an associate professor of anthropology at MSU.
"The reason I was there in
the first place was to study
the traditional health care
practices of Indians in the region," Dr. Finerman said.
"Much can be learned about
our own health care system by
studying remedies and curing practices of people who still use centuriesold traditional medicine."
While studying caves where witchcraft is practiced, Dr. Finerman was
bitten by a tarantula. She developed a
high fever and her leg swelled.
"These Indian women had been
telling me about all their remedies,"
said Dr. Finerman. "This was their
chance to show me. Women lined up
outside my door with different remedies in hand to try out on me. I called
it classic participant observation."
For five of the past 15 summers, Dr.
Finerman has traveled to South
America to study traditional health

Photos by Dr. Ruthbeth Finerman

care practices of Indians and peasants. She is interested in the reasons
natives shun Western medical technology for traditional medicine.

"There have been many efforts in
recent years to introduce our technology to these Indians, but they have not
necessarily been receptive to modern
medical practices," Dr. Finerman said.
"Using Western medicines can cause
major conflicts in their own health
care system as well as in their lives in
general.
"This research helps us know how
best to introduce new kinds of health
care that complement their traditional system. Studying the dynamics of people in communities with
little or no access to Western medicine
helps us know how to provide better
care for them and for people in our
own society."
Continued on page 27
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Memphis State's verdant campus is splashed with vibrant color every season, thanks to the
efforts of the University's Landscape Department, which plants tens of thousands of flowers
yearly. MSU's horticulturist shares tips of the trade with other Mid-Southerners who want
beautiful yards with minimum effort.
By Elizabeth W. Marshburn

r

ing Solomon wrote about it. The Byrds
sang about it. But Joellen Houston
knows firsthand about the changing
of the seasons, because her livelihood

revolves around it.
"Every month there's something new to do," said
Houston, who has been MSU's horticulturist for
the past six years. "In December we start seeds for
all flowers on campus. We take the bulbs up in
March before we plant the annuals in April. In
June we take cuttings of chrysanthemums for fall
plantings. In September we plant the spring bulbs
underneath the pansies, which will provide our
campus with winter color.
"It just never ends."
One day the beds in front of the Administration
Building are brown and drab. Suddenly, almost
overnight, they overflow with a glorious profusion
of color. How was this transformation wrought?
Not through magic, but by hard work and careful
planning, says Houston, whose staff plants about

20,000 annuals on the Memphis State campus each
year.
In early spring, MSU's greenhouse on South
Campus contains row upon row of flats of dark,
rich soil. As the minuscule seeds germinate, a
green haze seems to hang over the flats. Houston
and her staff nurture the seedlings, transplanting
them into peat pots and finally into beds across
campus in April. While growing annuals from seed
is much more economical than buying the plants
from a nursery, Houston says the process is enjoyable as well.
"Begonias in particular never fail to amaze me,"
she said. "Their seeds are smaller than dust. These
tiny seeds lay dormant for a very long time, so they
are the ones we start first each year. I marvel that
with proper care they actually come up and thrive.
It's nice to be able to plant all these seeds and see
them sprout, grow and bloom."
Houston chooses plants for each bed on campus,
carefully selecting color schemes, textures and
Continued on page 28
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For 122,000 people, sacrifices and
personal hardships are well worth the
adventure the Peace Corps offers.
Several of MSU's alumni and faculty
members experienced the cultures of
developing countries firsthand as they
taught others to help themselves.

By Amy Gillentine
hoosing low pay and primitive working conditions over
running water, electricity
and McDonald's hamburgers, Peace Corps volunteers have
battled hunger and disease for 30
years.
These ambassadors of American
good will and technology have persevered in a radically changing world.
Today the organization fulfills the
mandate of its charter - to promote
world peace and friendship - in more
than 60 countries.
"I think the Peace Corps is one of

10

the few development ideas that really
works," said Kelly Carrington, an MSU
alumnus who returned from Zaire,
Africa, in 1988. "The goal is basically
to work yourself out of a job - to train
someone to carry on after you leave."
Tasks vary according to the cultures
and needs of the people, says Betsy
Park, an assistant professor oflibraries at Memphis State.
"The country invites workers to
come and perform certain jobs," she
said. "They identify where volunteers
should go and what they should do."
After graduating from college in

the mid-1960s, Park and her husband were assigned to a sub-Sahara
village in Senegal, Africa.
"One of the things the Senegalese
said they wanted was a social services
center," Park said. "It was sort oflike
a junior YMCA. Our idea was to offer
courses they wanted and let them organize the classes."
The Parks also helped establish a
library, which became a major gathering place for the townspeople.
"The library was one of the most
successful things we did," Park said.
"People could donate a book to join.

We finally had to stop accepting textbooks after acquiring about 20 copies
of beginning French.
"My husband also started gardening, hoping that growing vegetables
would catch on. Instead, the people
really liked growing flowers. Here we
were in the desert, but there were
flowers all over town."
Memphis State faculty member
Jeanne Feizkhah was also assigned to
Senegal. From 1971-74 she taught
English as a second language in SaintLouis and Dakar, two of the country's
Continued on page 29
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Operated by MSU's Audiology and Speech Pathology Department, the Memphis Speech and
Hearing Center is helping many Mid-Southerners tackle overwhelming problems. After his
treatment for stuttering, one patient is singing the center's praises.
By Les Seago
ames H. Delgadillo made his
public speaking debut last
fall with a brief talk to a
group of his fellow wholesale
L - - - - - ' jewelers. The event drew
little attention outside Delgadillo's
family and his circle of friends at the
Memphis Speech and Hearing Center.
"I practiced from April to October
to give one two-minute speech,"
Delgadillo said recently, without a hint
of the stutter that plagued him for
more than 45 years. "A year ago, I
wouldn't have considered getting up in
front of an audience to give a speech."
Growing up in New Albany, Miss.,
Delgadillo learned to live with a stuttering problem that affects an estimated 2 million Americans.
"In school we didn't have a speech
therapist," he said. "I didn't have a
choice. I had to adapt."
The impediment was embarrassing
and painful.
"I always got along very well socially," he said. "But any situation
where I had to read in class was very
stressful."
Delgadillo graduated from the University of Mississippi in 1968 and

J

Photo illustration by Carol and Don Reber

worked in furniture manufacturing
before joining his family's dairy products business. When the business was
sold in 1984, Delgadillo bought the
Memphis wholesale jewelry company,
S. Fargotstein and Sons Inc., and
moved his family to Tennessee.
Although he had enjoyed a successful business career, Delgadillo lived in
fear of being asked to speak during a
meeting.
"When it came to discussions, I
would be the one sitting back not saying anything," he said. "When you
stutter, there is a tendency to hang
back and not draw attention to yourself."
Shortly after moving to Memphis,
Delgadillo began experiencing severe
anxiety attacks that a psychologist
attributed to his stutter and the emotional strain it caused. He spent about
six months seeing a private speech
therapist without much success.
In the spring of 1991, Delgadillo
went to the Memphis Speech and
Hearing Center operated by MSU's
Audiology and Speech Pathology Program. The center serves as a clinic,
educational facility and research ins ti tu tion.
"I finally decided I was going to do
something," he recalled. "I had volunteered to host a business meeting in

October, and I knew it would be appropriate for me to make a speech. I
could have avoided it, just like I had
avoided situations in the past, but I
made up my mind I was going to give
that speech."
At the center, Delgadillo worked
with two graduate students, Gerry
Kirby and Kristi Estes, and Sallie
Hillard, a clinical supervisor in speech
pathology. Individual therapy sessions and weekly group meetings
with fellow stutterers became part
of Delgadillo's already busy schedule.
During the weekly group sessions,
Delgadillo was one of a dozen or so
adults working to overcome stuttering. The participants provided mutual
support and encouragement as they
shared both the pain and the dark
humor that accompany stuttering.
"We have adults in different stages
of therapy," Hillard said. "They help
one another get through the hard
parts."
During the treatment, relaxation
therapy was used to control the anxiety that accompanied Delgadillo's
stuttering.
Kirby and Estes instructed him to
"voluntarily stutter" - deliberately
stutter when talking to strangers.
Continued on page 30
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IS THERE A TIME BOMB IN THE BACKYARD?
By Elizabeth W. Marshburn
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t may be no larger than the
period at the end of this sentence. But the tiny creature
can kill or leave its victim
depressed, debilitated and
g for death .
l st two decades the tick has
increasing attention from
- -r'€~~ iat''1~ rs, physicians and journalile wreaking havoc in the lives
sands of Americans. Lately the
arthropods have been in the news for
their transmission of Lyme disease, a
malady second only to AIDS as the
country's leading new infectious diso

everyone has had a tick on
some time or another," said
1l; is State biology professor
s Coons. "These creatures transmit n enormous number of diseases.
The best-known ones are Rocky Mountain spotted fever (RMSF) and Lyme
disease. Some years, almost 10 percent
of the Dermacentor uariabilis (American dog ticks) in Shelby County have
· fected with Rocky Mountain
f ed fever . Lyme disease is more
·mating, but Rocky Mountain is
tal if untreated."

Photo by A rt Grider

Tis the season...for ticks. Several MSU researchers who work with the bloodsucking parasites offer information about ways to avoid the debilitating
sickness that sometimes accompanies a tick bite.
According to the national Centers
for Disease Control, approximately 45
cases of Lyme disease and 58 cases of
RMSF were reported in Tennessee last
year. As its name suggests, Rocky
Mountain spotted fever is characterized by an extensive rash that covers
the entire body, including the palms of
the hands and soles of the feet. The
rash is usually preceded by severe
headaches, chills and muscular pain.
If not treated with antibiotics, the infection may cause insomnia, delirium,
coma and death.
Often called "the great imitator"
for its ability to mimic other illnesses, Lyme disease is harder to diagnose than RMSF. Lyme can produce a
puzzling array of symptoms, ranging
from flu-like fatigue or crippling arthritis to nerve damage and heart
problems. Blood tests don't always
detect the spirochete bacterium causing the disorder. Usually, but not always, the disease is characterized by
a rash shaped like a bull's-eye surrounding the tick bite.
Two years ago, Evelyn Wofford contracted Lyme disease during a fishing

trip with her husband, MSU photographer Tom Wofford. Though she
checked her body each night during
the trip, one small tick escaped her
notice. A couple of weeks later, she
discovered and removed the minute
arthropod. Wofford also developed
the bull's-eye rash and began exhibiting other symptoms of the disease.
"It was an effort for me to even say
a sentence, I was so fatigued ," said
Wofford, a longtime piano teacher. "I
had a total lack of stamina and felt so
bad that I had to quit teaching for a
while. Headaches went along with it
as well. Even after two years and several rounds of antibiotics, I still have
some problems."
While RMSF is endemic to Tennessee, experts question whether Lyme
disease has spread to the Mid-South.
Memphis State parasitologist and
doctoral student Tom Kollars is conducting a study for the Shelby County
Health Department to determine if
any ticks in the region are infected
with Borrelia burgdorferi, the spirochete that causes Lyme. For more than
Continued on page 31
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When Memphis St.ate students enter the classroom, they may be greeted by a professor in another
classroom miles away. Other students learn to perform lifesaving procedures through interaction with a
video screen. Increasingly, MSU is harnessing modern technology for use in the academic arena.
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omputers, telecommunications marvels and interactive video are threatening
to render the familiar
classroom obsolete.
It used to be that a class required 35
students and a professor in a room
with a chalkboard, Memphis State
President V. Lane Rawlins said last
fall.
"But that's not the way it's going to
be in the future," Dr. Rawlins told
members of MSU's faculty and staff
as the University's Technology Task
Force began work. "We have all these
wonderful tools that we can use to do
a better job of teaching and reach
more people."
Some Memphis State faculty members are already becoming familiar
with those tools.
Professors in MSU's College of
Education are teaching students in
Jackson, Tenn. , from an electronic
classroom on the University's campus.
Student nurses are learning how to
deal with medical emergencies using
an interactive video device that allows
them to make mistakes without endangering a patient's life. Students in

Books courtesy of the Mississippi Valley
Collection; Photo by Art Grider

the Fogelman College of Business and
Economics are using a similar device
to learn the art and science of sales
success.
University College students often
attend lectures by checking out avideotape to watch at a time that is convenient to their work and study
schedules.
A computerized learning system is
helping children and adults learn to
read in a project conducted by the
College ofEducation. Faculty members
in many departments are swapping
information and cooperating on research projects with professors at
dozens of other universities using sophisticated computer networks such
as BITNET and TechN et.
"This is the coming thing because
of the growing scarcity of resources,"
said Dr. Van Oliphant, MSU's vice
president for planning and public
service and chairman of the Technology Task Force. "It's not only the money
- there just aren't enough hours in
the day sometimes."
Dr. Rawlins appointed the 20member task force to examine how
MSU is using available technology and
to recommend new uses for computers,
fiber-optic communications systems,
microwave television links and other
innovations.

The task force, which includes area
communications executives and representatives of Shelby State Community College and the University of
Tennessee, Memphis, is now analyzing MSU's technology needs, Dr.
Oliphant said.
Dr. Rawlins expressed an interest
in harnessing modern technology to
education shortly after he became
MSU's president in mid-1991. In a
talk to the Technology Task Force, he
pointed out that people don't have to
go to the bank anymore to do their
banking.
"I'm old enough to remember when
a bank was a place," he said. "It's not
a place anymore. And there's no reason for a university to be just a place,
either."
If bank customers can obtain cash,
make loan payments and pay bills
without going within miles of a bank
building, Dr. Rawlins said, university
students should be able to attend
classes without going to the campus.
The University president recalled
that he once taught more than 900
freshman economics students through
a series of videotaped lectures. His
students performed as well as their
colleagues who sat in a traditional
classroom, he said.
Continued on page 32
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eruice to retiring MSU administrators Victor Feisal,
resident for academic affairs, and Dorothy Arata, dea
he Graduate School.

THE MAKING
OFA
PRESIDENT

Photos by MSU Photo Services
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On May 7, Memphis State's faculty, tin, chancellor of the University of
staff and students joined local and Alabama System; Dr. James H.
state officials to celebrate the formal Woodward Jr., chancellor of the Uniinauguration of Dr. V. Lane Rawlins versity of North Carolina-Charlotte;
and Dr. Thomas A. Bartlett, chancelas the University's 10th president.
The festivities were held in conjunc- lor of the Oregon State System for
tion with the annual Faculty Convoca- Higher Education.
Prior to the inauguration, MSU's
tion honoring retiring faculty and
faculty donned academic regalia for a
awards recipients.
A panel discussion on "The Role of procession which began at the Unithe University in the Economic and versity Gallery's courtyard and conCultural Development of Cities" cluded at the steps of the Administraopened the inaugural celebration. tion Building.
Panelists included Dr. Philip E. Aus-
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PROFILE

eter:
MADE IN THE SHADE
By Greg Russell

From a singing transvestite in a blockbuster
hit to an assistant football coach, math
teacher and nerd on Evening Shade, Michael
Jeter rarely plays dull characters. A 1974
graduate of Memphis State, the Tony Awardwinner has a flair for eccentric roles.
hen Michael Jeter was growing up in
Lawrenceburg, Tenn., in the early 1960s, he
always heard about "small-town characters."
These days, he makes a living playing one.
On most Monday nights, Jeter can be found playing the oflbeat math teacher and assistant football
coach Herman Stiles on the popular CBS sitcom
Evening Shade.
"Coming from a small community, I have always
heard about small-town characters, people who hold
an element of surprise and stick out because of their
strange nature," Jeter said. "Growing up in a small
town makes it easier for me to play Herman Stiles
and relate to the other characters on the show."
Part of CBS' powerful Monday night schedule, the
series revolves around the zany antics of a close-knit
cast of characters in the community of Evening
Shade, an actual town in Arkansas. The show, which
also stars Burt Reynolds and Hal Holbrook, is enjoying
top-10 ratings.
"We have a lot of fun on the set and it sometimes
. gets a little out of hand," said Jeter. "I played most of
the season with a broken collarbone. Let's just say
it was Burt's (Reynolds) way of getting back at me.
Last year I sort of torched him in a freak accident
and he had to spend some time in a burn center. It's
just friendly play, though."

W
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Michael Jeter as Herman Stiles in Evening Shade (Photo by Randy
Tepper; Courtesy of CBS)

Jeter's roles have bordered on the
eccentric since he graduated from
Memphis State in 1974.
He has played everything from a
singing transvestite in The Fisher
King to a singing, dancing, yet dying
bookkeeper in the stage production
of Grand Hotel. It was the latter role
that garnered him a Tony Award for
best performance by a featured actor
in a musical and set the stage for his
current success.
Born in 1952, Jeter took to acting
while in elementary school. He played
the lead in his second-grade class'
production of Peter Rabbit.
"I fell in love with the applause,"
said Jeter. "It's a universal virus. It
shows that people are in tune with
what you are doing."
Jeter entered MSU in 1970 as a
pre-med major, but soon switched to
theater after watching a stage production of Man of La Mancha. "It was
the excitement of the stage, the excitement of live acting that caused me to
switch," Jeter said. He soon began
appearing in Mainstage and Lunchbox productions at MSU.
"My time at Memphis State was
very important to me," Jeter said. "It
was there that I said, 'Hey, I want to do
this as a living.' It was the coordinate
in time and space where I hooked up
with what I am doing now."
After graduating magna cum laude
in 1974 with a degree in theater, Jeter
worked in several productions at Circuit Playhouse and Playhouse on the
Square, including The Zoo Story and
When You Comin' Back, Red Ryder?
He left Memphis for New York City
in 1976 and landed his first-movie role
- a small part in Hair - a year later.
His first New York stage performance
was a role in Once in a Lifetime. He soon
was doing television commercials and
was a cast replacement in Cloud 9,
directed by Tommy Tune.
"I love the stage but it's difficult,"
Jeter said. ''You have to endure an
intolerable living doing stage work."
This "intolerable living" prompted

Jeter to quit the stage in 1985.
"Things had ground to a halt," he
said. "I had to make a decision about
my life, so I ended up getting out of
live theater. I was willing to accept
that maybe I wasn't going to make it as
an actor; I eventually found out that I
was being represented by the wrong
people."
After teaching himself to type, Jeter
went to work as a secretary at a Manhattan law firm. "I quickly found I
missed acting," he said.
So much so that he accepted an offer
to appear in an episode of Designing
Women. A role in Hot House followed
and Jeter soon quit his job at the law
firm. Next up were stage shows: The
Boys Next Door and Only Kidding.
A phone call from Tommy Tune
put Jeter centerstage in the musical
Grand Hotel. His portrayal of Otto
Kringelein, which included the actor
doing a wild Charleston number, won
Jeter the Tony Award.
"The Tony Award I received isn't
important to me as an object," he
said. "It is there to remind me that ifl
keep my focus, I can have success.
"I had spent several years not showing up for life. In Grand Hotel ... well,
I'm not trained for musicals. I am not
a singer or dancer. But I pulled it off
and didn't run away from it. I completed something I started.
"I've labored hard to get where I
am," Jeter added. "I know how lonely
it can be and how frustrating it can
get."
Jeter next played a down-on-hisluck effeminate homosexual in the
movie The Fisher King. One scene required Jeter, in drag, to jump up on a
table in a parody of a Gypsy musical.
"I really didn't find the character to
be that eccentric," he said. "Living in
New York, I am used to seeing different types of people.''
Jeter said his first love will probably always be the stage. He said,
though, he is worried about its future.
"The theater is suffering from a
lack of funds," the actor said. "The

politicians in Washington, D.C., will
bail out other industries, but they will
let the arts dwindle and die. If you look
at the great nations of the ·past, what
we have from them is art, not politics.
Our culture is being reduced on a daily
basis."
When off the set, Jeter said he enjoys "jumping out of airplanes," though
his recent broken collarbone has limited his parachuting.
"It's like driving down the highway
at 120 miles per hour with your head
stuck out the window," Jeter said with
a laugh. "I am not a thrill seeker or
anything like that, I just like doing
things that are unusual.''
Jeter said he has other projects
lined up, but added, "I'm superstitious enough to believe it is bad luck to

Left to right: Jeff Bridges, Robin Williams
and Michael Jeter in The Fisher King.
(Photo by John Clifford; courtesy of TriStar Pictures Inc.)

talk about a project before it totally
materializes."
While success has found its way
into Jeter's life, the actor says he is
taking nothing for granted.
''You never know about network
television or acting in general," Jeter
said. "It is all about making money. If
the show stops making money, we could
be gone in a minute.
"There is never a certainty about
being an actor," he added. ''You don't
always have a choice in the matter. It's
kind oflike gambling.''
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NEWSBITS
MSU Participates in Wonders Series

Prominent Reporter Stresses Freedom of the Press
Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist
Peter Arnett spent the better part of
February 1991 dodging missiles while
delivering eyewitness news accounts
of the Gulf War.
Today, Arnett is back in America
dodging attacks of a different sort.
Speaking at MSU's 11th annual
Freedom of Information Congress,
Arnett said he has had to endure
criticism and even a death threat for

Photos courtesy of Wonders: The Memphis
International Cultural Series

Memphians and Mid-Southerners
have been viewing treasures of the
Ottoman sultans during the third exhibit in "Wonders: The Memphis International Cultural Series." Memphis
State co-sponsored a symposium and
trained docents for the exhibition.
"We helped the Wonders series organize the symposium during the
exhibition's opening weekend," said
Lisa Francisco, registrar of MSU's
University Gallery. "We hoped to provide Memphians and visitors to the
city the opportunity to learn some-
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thing about Ottoman art."
The symposium featured international authorities on Ottoman architecture, ceramics and textiles.
Memphis State also trained docents for the exhibit, which continues
through August 16.
"It is our obligation to participate
in the intellectual and cultural life of
this community," said Leslie Luebbers,
director of the University Gallery.
"If this exhibit is to succeed, it must
have support from lay people. The docent training program demonstrates

MSU is fulfilling its role as a major
intellectual resource for the MidSouth."
Memphis State prepared docents
for the 1987 Ramesses the Great and
1991 Catherine the Great exhibits as
well.
Docents attended lectures on politics, literature, art and religion of
the Ottomans, Luebbers said. Individuals successfully completing the
course are expected to donate 50
hours of their time as volunteers at
the exhibition.

his part in reporting the Gulf War.
"I was called a traitor for my reporting during the war," Arnett said.
"On one level we had the president of
the United States calling the CNN
president and suggesting I leave
Baghdad. On another level, we had
people living all over the place who
opposed CNN's role in Baghdad."
Arnett was one of the few Wes tern
reporters allowed to remain in
Baghdad during the Gulf War. He
said the news media is still searching
for total freedom of the press.
"Our coverage lets a worldwide audience see events as they are actually happening," he said. "We let the
public make up its own mind about
what is transpiring. This worries officials who in times of crisis wish to
control the flow of information.
"That was never in the Constitution, to let information be controlled. It
is not a security matter of saving the
lives of soldiers on the front. The government is concerned with public
opinion that may be adversely affected
by the free flow of information, as in
the Gulf War." (Photo by Don Reber)
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Three talented MSU alumni created
the official images used during the
1992 Memphis in May celebration.
La Primavera, an oil painting by
MSU alumna Mary Norman, was
chosen as the official poster for
Memphis in May's salute to Italy. Her
work ll!aS chosen from submissions by
37 artists.
Chuck and Beth Mitchell, both
MSU graduates, created the official
1992 logo design of Memphis in May.
The design includes a drawing of the
sculpture David with the Leaning
Tower of Pisa in the background.
Bright colors highlight the design. The
drawing appears on the official
Memphis in May T-shirt and on
several promotional publications.

Students, parents and faculty participated in a Multicultural Food Fest and Exhibit
this spring at the Barbara K. Lipman Early Childhood School and R esearch
Institute. In addition to ethnic foods, the event featured exhibits, clothing, art and
music of various cultures. According to Dr. Roberta Clark, director of the school, the
annual event served as the culminating activity for a monthlong celebration of
diversity. (Photo by Tom Wofford)
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Distinguished Alumni Honored
MSU and Lane College Enter Partnership
Memphis State presented its highest honors to two academicians, a
major general, a television executive
and a leader in the accounting field.
The MSU alumni were honored this
spring by the University's National
Alumni Association.
Selected for the 1992 Distinguished
Alumni Awards were: Rex M. Deloach,
managing partner in Arthur Andersen
and Co.; Donald R. Gardner, a major
general in the U.S. Marine Corps; Olin
F. Morris, president and general
manager of WREG-TV; Dr. Marilyn
Newhoff, an associate professor at the
University of Georgia; and Dr. Albert
C. Yates, president of Colorado State
University and chancellor of the
Colorado State University System.
In addition, Gayle L. Powelson, operations controller ofACI America Inc.,
was presented with this year's Outstanding Young Alumni Award.
Deloach received a bachelor's degree
in accounting from MSU in 1963 and
joined Arthur Andersen in 1978 .
Deloach and his firm have become the
largest recruiter of MSU School of
Accountancy graduates. For the past
few years, the company has co-sponsored the Arthur Andersen International Business Symposium with
Memphis State.
Gardner earned bachelor's and
master's degrees from Memphis State
in 1960 and 1973. One of the nation's

Honored by MSU's
National Alumni
Association are
(left to right): Maj.
Gen. Donald
Gardner, Rex
Deloach, Gayle
Powelson, Dr.
Marilyn Newhoff,
Olin Morris and
Dr. Albert Yates.
(Photo by Gil
Michael)

foremost senior military officers, he
supports MSU's Navy ROTC unit.
During his tour of duty as commanding general of Camp Lejeune, N.C.,
Gardner modernized the management
of the world's largest amphibious base
to make it more cost effective.
For almost 30 years, Olin Morris
has been an advocate of higher education and a Memphis State supporter.
In 1990, the Olin F. Morris Fellowship
in Journalism Administration was established in his honor by C. Frank
Roberts, president of New York Times
Broadcasting and other friends and
associates of the longtime broadcaster.
Morris also made a contribution to
endow the fellowship .
Dr. Marilyn Newhoff was MSU's
first graduate of the doctoral program
in audiology and speech pathology. A

prodigious researcher, Dr. Newhoffis
highly respected for her scholarship in
audiology and speech pathology.
Dr. Albert Yates graduated magna
cum laude from Memphis State in 1965
with a bachelor's degree in chemistry
and mathematics. As president of
Colorado State and chancellor of the
three-campus Colorado State University System, he heads a system based
on a 20,000-student flagship campus
at Fort Collins.
Gayle Powelson, MSU's Outstanding Young Alumna for 1992, graduated in 1981 with a bachelor's degree
in accounting. She was employed at
Price Waterhouse, Arthur Andersen
and Co. andHunter-Melnor Inc. before
moving to her present position at ACI
America Inc., where she deals with
international accounting standards.

"Couch Potatoes" May Develop Lower Metabolisms
Watching television can lower the
metabolism of children and may lead
to unwanted weight gain, Memphis
State researchers say.
In a study involving 32 girls, aged
7 to 11 years, Dr. Robert C. Klesges
and doctoral student Mary Lee Shelton found that just 30 minutes of
watching the popular program The
Wonder Y ears reduced metabolic
rates by an average of 14 percent.
Metabolism is the rate at which
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bodies burn calories produced by food .
Calories that are not used up may be
converted to fat.
Dr. Klesges and Shelton recorded
the resting metabolism of the 32
girls before and after they watched
the 30-minute television program.
Half of the girls were of normal
weight and half were obese.
In a report to the Society of Behavioral Medicine in New York, the MSU
researchers said they found that their

test subjects' metabolism dropped by
an average of 14 percent. The overweight girls experienced a 16 percent
decrease while normal weight children
showed a 12 percent drop in metabolism.
Dr. Klesges says results may differ
according to the type of program being
watched. He noted that The Wonder
Years is a low-key program. Other
programs with more active plots may
trigger different responses.

Memphis State and Lane College
have announced the creation of a partnership aimed at increasing the
number of blacks in the teaching profession.
Under the agreement, MSU will
offer graduate courses on the Lane
campus as part of the University's
Master of Arts in Teaching program.
Lane will continue offering an under-

graduate core of education courses,
but Memphis State will be responsible for po s tgraduate training
needed for state teaching licenses.
"It is no secret that there is a shortage of African-American men and
women in the teaching profession,"
said MSU President Lane Rawlins.
"We hope that this new partnership
between Memphis State and Lane

College can improve the situation by
attracting more people to the classroom."
Lane College, a Christian Methodist Episcopal Church-affiliated liberal arts institution with about 600
students , will benefit from the
presence of an accredited graduate
program on its Jackson, Tenn., campus.

White House To Receive Campus School Quilt
A quilt that grew out of a library
research project at MSU's Campus
School is going to the White House as
part of the bicentennial observance of
the presidential mansion.
"I never dreamed it would go this
far," said Librarian Nancy Harris,
who stitched together the 103-by-99inch red, white and blue quilt that
bears a likeness of each of the 40
presidents.
The back of the quilt also bears the
signatures of the 160 fourth- and fifthgrade students who participated in
the project.
Harris didn't start out to sew a
quilt, although she sews as a hobby.
"It started as a research project,"
she said. "We divided the students up
into groups of four or five, and assigned each group a president to research. It kind of grew, and one day I Photo by Gil Michael
realized we were making a quilt."
"I never dreamed I'd hear anything,"
The designs show whimsy, creativ- elected to the White House, is drawn
she
said. "But we got a telephone call
with
a
ballot
inside
a
circle
with
a
line
ity and serious scholarship.
from
a White House staff member
across
it.
Theodore Roosevelt is represented
who
said
the Bushes were accepting
As
the
quilt
was
nearing
compleby (what else?) a Teddy bear. Herbert
the
gift.
It
really means something to
tion,
Harris
wrote
First
Lady
Barbara
Hoover, whose administration ended
the
students
to know that their quilt
Bush
and
offered
it
a
s
a
gift
to
observe
in the financial wreckage of the Great
will
actually
be in the White House
the
200th
anniversary
of
the
laying
of
Depression, is shown next to a stack of
and
not
buried
in a mail room somethe
White
House
cornerstone
in
Octofive-cent apples. Gerald Ford, the only
where."
ber
of
1792.
president who was never popularly
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Tea and Cookies
Continued From page 5

the home and applied them to society
at large, says Dr. Wedell. With the
founding of the Women's Christian
Association in 1875, local women began
to expand their role out of the domestic
realm and into the public sector.
"Women's clubs were forming in the
Northeast a lot earlier because that
area was more urban," Dr. Wedell said.
"Southern women were more familyoriented and usually more rural. They
associated more with their families
than with other women.
"But in the late 19th century,
through women's clubs, church groups
and temperance organizations, women
in the South became empowered to
leave home and get involved in public
domestic issues. They weren't revolutionaries and didn't want to do anything to upset the apple cart; but at the
same time, they felt that what they
were doing was right."
By using the influential Nineteenth
Century Club as a starting point, Dr.
Wedell examined the emergence of
local women and charted their influence on the city's growth. As one of the
largest women's clubs in the South,
the Nineteenth Century Club served
as a catalyst for municipal change and
female social expansion. Founded in
1890 by a small group of upper-class
white women, the club -which still
exists today- included the wives and
daughters of many prominent businessmen and civic leaders. Although
touted as the area's premier women's
club, the Nineteenth Century Club was
only one of an estimated 40 literary,
educational and philanthropic organizations founded in Memphis during
the 1890s. But the club's sphere of
influence permeated all levels of society.
"During the early decades of the
1900s, the Nineteenth Century Club
became a place where any person could
go for help," said Dr. Wedell. "Nineteenth Century Club women had access
to the newspapers, the mayor's office
and many businesses. They would
listen to the people's concerns. Deserving citizens knew that their complaints would be heard and acted upon."
The problems of women working at
a local department store exemplifies
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one instance where the club was able
to initiate change for Memphians who
lacked political or economic clout. Female employees, who were required
to stand all day when working, requested that club members intervene
with store officials on their behalf. In
response to club members' action, the
employees achieved better working
conditions and were allowed to sit
during the day.
City beautification, health and
educational issues were also addressed Photos courtesy of the Nineteenth Century Club
by club committees. The organization members also helped establish the
was instrumental in establishing an West Tennessee State Normal School,
annual "Municipal Cleaning Day," which later became Memphis State
where rubbish was cleared from ne- University. Mrs. James McCormack,
glected sites throughout the city. In club president, delivered the first
efforts to stem the spread of tubercu- commencement address at the school
losis, the Nineteenth Century Club's in 1913.
Civic Improvement Department unNineteenth Century Club members
dertook a systematic investigation of also worked among black and white
city sanitation in 1913 - surveying women in all segments of the populaalleys and vacant lots, checking tion throughout the city. In 1897, local
housing problems and general condi- women of both races requested a police
tions affecting health. These women matron to be in charge of female prisalso enlisted support from the business oners at the city jail. Municipal aucommunity to back a bill in the state thorities promptly denied the request.
legislature establishing a tuberculosis The club members soon circulated
hospital in Memphis.
petitions citywide in support of the
To widen the reach of education in hiring. Julia Hooks, a black woman
Memphis, the Nineteenth Century who had been involved in work at the
Club supported the Kindergarten As- jail, addressed a meeting at the club in
sociation, an organization that helped support of the proposal. In February of
institute citywide kindergartens for 1898, a police matron was appointed
all children. This sponsorship, says by Memphis' newly elected mayor.
Dr. Wedell, resulted in legislation in
Although members of Memphis'
1913 that established public school women's organizations comprised a
kindergartens in Tennessee cities of small percentage of the total popula5,000 or more people. According to Dr. tion, they exerted a broad influence
Wedell, Nineteenth Century Club on the city's development, Dr. Wedell
notes. Women, regardless of class or
color, have remained a largely ignored
component of the city's past, she
maintains.
"While the focal point ofmy work is
upon white women of elite social
standing, they are but one 'layer' of
the female population," wrote Dr.
Wedell in her book. "There remains a
great need for inquiry into other
groups of women if that totality of
social reality is to be fully captured.
"The trend in historical research
today is in the direction of a multidimensional approach, and this work is
intended as a beginning as far as
Memphis women are concerned - an
initiatory leap into a female world of
much depth and richness." ■

Indiana Finerman
Continued from page 7

The majority ofDr. Finerman's work
has taken place in Saraguro, Ecuador,
a Third-World city of 10,000 located
high in the Andes Mountains, where
electricity and running water are
scarce.
In Saraguro Dr. Finerman found a
broad system of home-based care
headed by mothers. Consisting of traditional plant remedies, physical
therapies and rituals, the system is
often interlaced with magic and Western religious beliefs.
"Much of the reason they reject
Western health care lies in the fact
that they have their own intact health
system," said the medical anthropologist. "They aren't willing to yield their
beliefs easily."
Dr. Finerman says a belief in "humoral opposition" is common throughoutLatinAmerica. Humors, whichmay
be either "hot" or "cold," are elements
or qualities contained in people, remedies and diseases. The Indians believe hot humors, in excess, cause
diseases like fevers; excessive cold
humors cause such "cold" ailments as
respiratory distress and diarrhea. The
MSU professor says Indians believe
cold illnesses are cured by using hot
humoral remedies and hot diseases
are treated by using the converse.
"Diarrhea is treated these days with
oral re-hydration salts," said Dr.
Finerman. "The salts are seen as being
cold to these Indians and so is diarrhea.
Because of that, they often ask, 'Why
would you give something cold to a
child who already has a cold disease?'
So they may simply not try it.
"Salts don't actually cure diarrhea,
but they add liquid to the system," she
continued. "Initially, they worsen the
diarrhea. The mothers who do try it for
their children see that it makes the
diarrhea worse. They say, 'See? I was
right. It just made the child's condition worse.' For this reason, they may
never try Western medicine again.''
While most Americans' knowledge
of magic is derived from Hollywood
movies or television, the practice is
real to many of the Indians.
"Sometimes people who are very
fatigued or weak from illness will be
given the meat of a black dog to eat,"

said the researcher. "They believe black
dogs have a lot of strength and power
and that the power of the dog will
restore strength to a sick person.
"Many of them also believe in magical fright sickness. In one case, a
woman's son was frightened by a
drunk. She believed the child was ill
the next day because he had developed
this sickness from seeing the drunken

"You see an example of what anthropologists call syncretism, where
old Indian beliefs and values that
pre-date Inca rule are combined with
Catholic beliefs," said Dr. Finerman.
"They believe in nature spirits. The
sun, the moon and the rainbow are all
believed to cause sickness.
"They never leave the house without hats because they believe the sun,

man. To cure the boy, the drunken
man had to cut off a lock of hair and
burn it. Then the ashes were put into
a tea that was given to the boy in order
to restore his system to normal.''
Because the mother in the family
traditionally assumes the role of practitioner, Indians are often skeptical of
male doctors who arrive in the city
attempting to treat their children's
ailments. The Indians' pride may be
wounded when a male doctor explains
that they have been caring for their
children inappropriately.
Many traditional remedies and
poultices used by the Indian women
are beneficial. For instance, respiratory
distress is treated by a vapor bath of
menthol and camphor, similar to the
vapor rubs used in the United States.
Other treatments, however, seem less
sensible.
"They have one practice called a
sopla, which is a cure for soul loss,"
explained Dr. Finerman. "The mother
takes an herbal concoction and puts it
into her· mouth. She then spits the
medicine on the outside of the sick
person's body.''
Though many of the Indians are
devout Catholics, they also believe in
the divinity of nature.

an Incan god, can make them sick. If
you are disrespectful enough to go
outside without your hat, you will get
sick. During a Mass in a cemetery,
they held their hats over their heads
during an hour-long ceremony, out of
respect for the sun god as well as the
Christian God."
Saraguro is nestled at the base of a
sacred mountain whose summit is
covered with lagoons used by witches
and sorcerers. Some of the medicinal
plants flourishing on the mountain
are found nowhere else. Though their
city is remote, their surroundings
harsh and their lifestyle uncomplicated, the Indians enjoy a rich
quality oflife, says Dr. Finerman.
Far from the lagoons and witchcraft
caves of Saraguro, Dr. Finerman uses
her experiences to understand health
care in the United States. Like the
Indians in Saraguro, patients in
American hospitals may reject medications or therapy because they do not
fully understand the treatment.
"When a person goes to a doctor,
they often think the doctor's remedies
make very little sense," said Dr. Finerman, who has provided area hospitals with information on how to better
care for patients. "In other instances,
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they can't afford the medicine or they
stop taking it because they think it
will make them sick. I study the quality
of patient life in hospitals here and try
to determine ways to make their interaction with the medical staff more
harmonious.
"That's why it's important to study

why people in other cultures - who
haven't had much access to Western
medicine - have certain beliefs and
attitudes toward health care. The
research will be beneficial as we try
to improve health care in underdeveloped areas and in our own country."

This summer, Dr. Finerman will
again travel to Latin America to study
its citizens' health care practices.
"I feel at home in Saraguro," she
said. "The Indians always look forward to my return. I feel as though I
receive more from them than I give
back." ■

Flower Power
Continued from page 9

varieties that will enhance the landscape. Her choices are often based in
part on the number of telephone calls
she has received about a particular
planting.
"Last year, we planted amaranthus
for the first time on the tear-shaped
beds between the Smith Chemistry
and Ellington Biology Buildings," said
Houston. "The amaranthus was a red
variety, called 'Early Splendor.' We
received many calls from faculty and
staff members. Since everybody liked
it so well, I decided to repeat it again
this year."
MSU faculty and staffmembers may
notice unusual plants or unlikely combinations of plants in beds on campus.
For instance, two years ago, white
salvia was paired with purple basil, an
ornamental herb, in front of the library. For 20 years, cotton and soybeans have been planted in front of the
Administration Building. Sherman
Benton, supervisor in the Landscape
Department, says the tradition was
begun because many Memphis State
students had never seen the crops that
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of flowers that resemble feathery
plumes.
"There are so many hostas that
there are whole books devoted to
them," said Houston. "The mixture of
hostas in the Jones Hall area not only
have different colors and textures and
leaves, but they bloom at different
times of the year."
Though landscape workers plant
thousands of annuals each year, Houston has several favorites that provide
dependable color across campus. In
addition to geraniums and marigolds,
a blue flower called ageratum is used
in many of the sunny beds. "Buddy,"
a variety of gomphrena planted near
the Smith Chemistry Building, has

bright fuchsia flowers that may be
dried for use in flower arrangements.
Another ofHouston's favorite plants
is the begonia, which grows in partial
shade and requires little care.
"I absolutely love the dark-leafed
varieties ofbegonia," she said. "I think
they show up the color of the flower
very well and the foliage - a nice
burgundy color - complements the
rest of the landscape."
Each June, Houston and her staff
take cuttings from chrysanthemums
to grow plants for fall color. The MSU
Landscape Department propagates
between 800 and 1,000 mums every
year. After forming roots, the plants
are transplanted into containers and

placed in the drip irrigation system on
South Campus, where they remain
until they are transported to the main
campus for planting.
In addition to the annuals and
mums, approximately 5,000 bulbs
and 1,000 pansies are planted on campus each year. Houston says more
flowers than usual were planted in
1992 to coincide with special events.
This increase, coupled with a personnel shortage, forced Houston to seek
help for the spring plantings.
"Everyone in the Landscape Department pitched in to help us plant
the flowers this year," she said. "It
was a real team effort." ■

Volunteering

very, very small," he said. "But every
day the guy I trained is working there,
the more pure water the country has
and the fewer intestinal parasites they
have."
The Carringtons' duties extended
beyond their official responsibilities.
"The doctor at the hospital will always remember me for something that
had little to do with my main purpose,"
Kelly said. "The autoclave at the hospital broke down. One of the by-products of the autoclave was distilled water
for IV solutions. They were going crazy
trying to figure out what to do. Being a
good Tennessee boy, I just made them
a still."
"They didn't know it was a still," his
wife said, laughing. "But Kelly is fa-

mous at the hospital for creating a new
way to make distilled water."
Although most workers serve in the
Peace Corps immediately after college,
hundreds are over the age of 65. The
Carringtons, a well-established,
middle-class couple, waited several
years after college, leaving behind
comfortable jobs and a nice home.
"We were living in Alabama and I
was tired of my job," Kelly said. "A
Peace Corps commercial came on television one night. I'm not even sure
which one ofus said it first, but one of
us said, 'I've always wanted to do that.'
Then the other said, 'Oh, I've always
wanted to do that.' So the next day, we
called and got an application."
Peace Corps volunteers in Third-

Continued from page 11

Photo by Joellen Houston

grow in the region.
"We like to give the University
community a wide range of plants to
look at," said Houston.
A graduate of the University of
Illinois' Ornamental Horticulture and
Landscape Design program, Houston
has taught continuing education
classes at MSU for several years.
Whether discussing backyard gardening, flowers, shrubs or lawns,
Houston always addresses one crucial topic: soil preparation.
"Since I'm a transplant from Illinois, I understand the frustrations of
working with the soil in this area,"
she said. "Memphis soil has a high
clay content, making the ground so
hard that the roots can't grow well.
Amending this clay is the way to ensure healthy plants.
"There are lots of ingredients that
may be added to the soil," she continued. "Bagged topsoil is rich, sandy,
and has good organic content. Compost material is also excellent. But
sand is the number one item that
should be worked into the soil. If you
do nothing else, add sand. Besides
being inexpensive, sand breaks up
the soil, creating water pockets and

air pockets so the roots can breathe
and get moisture. Be sure and use
even ratios of soil to ingredients used
to amend that soil."
One of the most popular classes
taught by Houston is "Annuals and
Perennials." Unlike annuals that
flower continuously for several
months and then die, perennials
bloom for only a few weeks, but come
back every year. Houston says several perennials do well in the Memphis area, including iris, the Tennessee state flower, and coreopsis, a
yellow, daisy-like flower that is easy
to grow.
"Lychnis is another nice perennial
that grows in the sun," said Houston.
"The foliage is evergreen, while the
flowers range from pinks and fuchsias to white. After it blooms in June,
you can cut the stems off and have a
bushy ground cover for the rest of the
year."
Houston has planted several perennials in the shady areas between
Jones Hall and the Administration
Building. She says astilbes and hostas grow well in partial shade. Astilbes
are prized for their dark green, fernlike foliage as well as the long panicles

largest cities. Currently academic coordinator for MSU's Intensive English
for Internationals program, Feizkhah
enjoyed her two-year commitment so
much she stayed an extra year.
"I taught at a public high school for
two years and at a private high school
for one year under extremely difficult
circumstances," she said. "As difficult
as it was, those three years became
one of the most important experiences
of my life. People always ask ifl would
go back. I would in a minute."
Kelly Carrington and his wife, Micki,
an MSU graduate in home economics,
trained the citizens of Zaire in health
care responsibility. He taught water
sanitation in a city where pure water
was scarce; she taught health care
education where there was a stigma
about going to the community's only
hospital.
"I did a lot of well-baby clinics," she
said. "We had to cover 16 villages,
which we traveled to on motorcycle or
in the hospital's truck. We gave vaccinations - polio, DPT and measles and did nutrition counseling.
"Their health care standards were
far below ours, but no one wanted to go
to the hospital. They thought people
went there to die. So they often waited
too late to go to the hospital."
Kelly, whose degree is in microbiology, taught people to build concrete
structures to keep the water safe from
surface contaminants.
"The percentage of pure water was
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World countries often begin re-examining American priorities and values.
"Someone explained it to me this
way," said Kelly. "Time in the States is
a straight line; once you've missed an
opportunity to do something, it's gone
forever. But in Africa, time is a circle.
Ifyou don't do something immediately,
that's OK, because the time will come
around again. As a result, the culture
is more laid back, less stressful."
But physically disabled and homeless people in Africa's cities face a
bleak existence. Since poverty and
illness are rife in most Peace Corps
countries, the citizens often view
Americans with a mixture of awe and
envy. Volunteers hear strange ideas
circulating about American culture.
"They believe we have a lot of cowboys and Indians running around over
here," said Feizkhah. "The younger
students thought everything they saw
in the movies was real - everyone
carries a gun in the United States, car
chases are frequent. Action movies are
popular in Africa, especially the Clint
Eastwood and Burt Reynolds films."
When traveling through remote

regions, Peace Corps volunteers often
find they are objects of curiosity.
"When we first got to our village,
children would run screaming from us
because they had never seen white
people before," Park said. "They
thought we were ghosts. After they got
used to us, they would come rub our
skin to see if the white would rub off."
Returning home to the United States
can be much more difficult than adjusting to life in a foreign country. The
extent of American extravagance is
often a bigger surprise than the poverty of the developing countries.
"I'm still amazed when I go to the
supermarket and see 50 choices of cereal," said Park. "Why does anyone
need that many choices? In Senegal
people have so few choices about how
to live, what to wear and what to eat.
In comparison, life here seemed
wasteful and excessive."
Although the Peace Corps' purpose
is to better the lives of people in developing count~ies, Park says the experience was as beneficial for her as it was
for the people she visited.
"I learned so much over there," she

said. ''You are pulled out of your culture in a way that you aren't even
when you travel. There is no contact
with other Americans, so you develop
a different perspective on things."
The Peace Corps experiment that
started in 1961 is still going strong.
Today, more than 6,000 volunteers are
serving in 66 countries. By living and
working in local communities, the
volunteers offer people around the
world a chance to learn firsthand
about Americans.
Peace Corps workers say the rewards are worth the hard work and
material sacrifices. Not only do they
have the satisfaction of a job well
done, but they know their work will
continue long after they leave.
"The Peace Corps experience stays
with you for the rest of your life," Park
said. "Despite all the hardships- and
maybe because of them - the experience teaches you to take risks, to be
willing to learn about new and different things, not to be so quick to judge,
to accept people on their own terms.
The Peace Corps develops those
qualities in people." ■

Stuttering

Disorders in early March to describe
his therapy.
"We like for our clients to take on
challenges and it seemed like a logical
challenge for him," Hillard said.
The speech drew a standing ovation

from the audience, who understood
what he had overcome.
"James had to answer more questions than Gerry," Hillard said.
"A year ago I would have told Sallie
I couldn't do it," said Delgadillo. "I

Continued from page 13

This technique often helps patients
desensitize themselves to the fear of
stuttering and is useful in reducing
anxiety, Hillard says.
As his therapy progressed,
Delgadillo began practicing his speech.
"It wasn't easy," he said. "I wanted
to back out sometimes, but I knew I
had to make that speech."
His brief talk drew polite applause
from the business group, most of whom
were unaware of the struggle behind
Delgadillo's appearance. For his family, however, the speech marked a
major victory and a change in his life.
"I've always been a sociable person,
but now I want to go out of my way to
meet people," he said. "My wife says
I'm happier - more at ease."
Not satisfied with making one
speech, Delgadillo signed up for a Dale
Carnegie course.
"I wanted the speaking opportunity
on a regular basis,"he said. At Hillard's
request, he also appeared at the MidSouth Conference on Communication
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would have been a basket case."
Delgadillo's sister, Angelita Morris
of Grenada, Miss., was in the audience when her brother described his
struggle to overcome stuttering and
the therapy he had received at the
Speech and Hearing Center.
"I was just flabbergasted at how
fluent he was," she said. "I couldn't
believe how well he did."
Ironically, Morris is a speech pathologist herself.
Her brother's problem was one rea-

son she had entered the profession.
But she says the stuttering was rarely
discussed among family members.
Although her brother never mentioned his stuttering, Morris said she
knew his speech problem caused a
tremendous amount of stress.
"He's wanted to have control over
his speech for a long time," she said.
"And now, all of a sudden, this therapy
has clicked."
When she heard that her brother
was going to be on the conference pro-

Tick
Continued from page 15

a year, Kollars and his assistants
have been trapping small animals
and visiting hunter check stations
during deer season to collect ticks
and blood samples. He and MSU biology professor Donald Ourth will be
testing the samples and analyzing
data during the next few months.
They expect to conclude their study
within the year.
"We're trying to figure out everything about the ecology of the ticks
in this area," said Kollars. "I think
we're accomplishing something
that will really help the people of
Shelby County."
While Kollars is studying the local
tick population, Dr. Coons and his
associates are working to understand
"what makes the tick tick." Since
1977, Dr. Coons has been studying
the arachnid's salivary glands and
reproductive system.
"It's important to study the salivary glands, because that's how a
tick really causes its damage," said
Dr. Coons. "It sucks blood up and
gets rid of the water and ions by
pumping those out of the mid-gut
through its salivary glands and back
into the host. Most disease-causing
organisms are injected into the host
through the saliva.
"The second thing we're interested
in is a female-specific protein, called
vitellogenin, that the tick makes to
put into its eggs so they can grow.
Once in the egg, this protein has the
same function as the yolk of chicken
eggs. Vitellogenin is made from the
blood meal. A tick produces thousands of eggs from a single blood
meal. To do this, it produces a lot of
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vitellogenin. We want to find out how
the substance is produced."
Bill Lamoreaux, a molecular biologist and doctoral candidate a:t MSU,
has been working on tick research with
Dr. Coons for several years. He says
research on the creature's reproductive system and salivary glands may
eventually benefit hundreds of thousands of people.
''Years ago the Monsanto Company
was studying cockroaches and looking
at vitellogenin production," he said.
"Several years later, they were advertising the product of that research as
'birth control for cockroaches.' So it's
possible that our research can lead to
control of ticks. Not eradication, but
control."
Until researchers such as Lamoreaux and Dr. Coons discover birth
control for ticks, people need to take
extra precautions when they go outdoors. Since ticks feed three times
during their lives-as larvae, nymphs
and adults - only a small percentage
attaching themselves to humans are
the large, easy-to-spot adults. In fact,
researchers say adult ticks are less
likely to transmit Lyme disease than
nymphal ticks, which are about the
size of a pinhead or a small freckle.
The longer a tick is attached to its host,
the greater the chance of infection. Dr.
Coons emphasizes the importance of
checking for ticks carefully and immediately after returning from the yard,
field or woods.
"The more you're away from an urban environment and out in the woods,

gram, Morris at first decided not to
attend that session so her presence
wouldn't add to the stress.
"But he wanted me there," she said.
"I couldn't believe it when he said he
was going to be on the program. He
wouldn't have done that before."
Morris said she sat in the audience
and listened to her brother talk about
the relaxation therapy that had finally
given him control over his speech.
"I cried," she said. "I couldn't help it.
I cried." ■

or the more dogs you keep, the greater
your chances of having tick infestation," said Dr. Coons. "If you go out in
the woods, you have to take certain
precautions.Would you walk on a street
at night and not look to see who's
behind you? Well, you should be just as
prudent in the woods as you would be
in any other threatening situation."
To lessen the chance of being bitten
by ticks, wear pants and long-sleeved
shirts, wrapping the ankles and sleeves
with tape. Kollars also advises spraying clothes with Permanone Tick Repellent or a product containing DEET
(diethyltoluamide). After returning
indoors, check thoroughly for ticks.
The best way to remove a tick imbedded in the skin is to grasp the
creature close to the skin with tweezers. Move the tick back and forth to
loosen it while pulling. If done carefully, the tick will come out intact.
Experts warn against using folk remedies such as hot matches, petroleum
jelly, nail ·polish or gasoline. In fact,
such remedies may actually cause the
tick to spit out more fluid, increasing
the chance of infection.
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Dr. Coons says people should also
be careful when killing ticks, or when
pulling them off dogs.
"Never roll ticks between your fingers," said the medical entomologist,
"because that tick can transmit disease if you get the blood or body fluids
in a cut. There was a case in Mississippi where they think Rocky Mountain
spotted fever was transmitted from
the same tick to two people. One man
pulled the tick off another man,
squashing the tick and throwing it

Technology
Continued from page 17

In one of the latest uses of technology at MSU, about 60 College of Education students who live in Madison,
Henderson and other West Tennessee
counties go to their classes in Jackson.
But their professors don't have to leave
the main campus to teach.
A two-way audio and video link between a College ofEducation classroom
and the MSU Center at Jackson State
Community College makes the longdistance class possible.
Drs. Marilyn Hirth and Dennie
Smith used the electronic classroom
during the 1992 spring semester,
teaching classes in Memphis and
Jackson simultaneously. Video cameras, microphones and television
monitors in both classrooms permitted
professors and students to see each
other and participate in discussions.
For years, MSU has offered graduate and undergraduate courses at
Jackson State. The University's offcampus program was a major source of
graduate education for teachers in
rural West Tennessee school systems.
But the programs required professors to drive the 90 miles to Jackson
once or twice a week to teach evening
classes. The long-distance classroom
reduces driving time and mileage expenses. It permits professors to teach
more on-campus classes, and it reduces the cost of teaching courses in
Jackson. It also makes it possible to
offer courses that normally would be
cancelled because of insufficient registration.
Although the Distance Learning
Projectequipmentcostabout$175,000,
College of Education officials say the

away. But he got the blood with rickettsia (the microbe causing RMSF) in
a cut on his hand. Both of the men got
the disease."
After removing a tick, place it in
a jar of alcohol and disinfect the
tick-bite area. Watch the area closely
for at least a month. Go immediately
to the doctor if part of the tick remains imbedded in the skin, if a rash
develops, or if flu-like symptoms occur. Most physicians prefer to see the
tick, since certain types of ticks carry
system will quickly pay for itself because of the reduced cost of teaching
Jackson classes and the potential to
offer more courses.
Another technical innovation has
recently been introduced into the curriculum at MSU's Loewenberg School
of Nursing, where students are learning how to make decisions in emergencies without endangering anything
except their pride.
A bank of laser disc-equipped computers places students in realistic
situations where they have to make
what could be life-or-death decisions.
"We use the computers to reinforce
learning," said Dr. Marjorie Luttrell,
interim dean of the school. "The students can hear this material in a lecture, and then go over it again and
again on the laser disc."
The laser disc library offers simulations ofa variety of medical situations
such as a patient suffering from chronic
pulmonary disease. The students see
the patient, evaluate symptoms and
make decisions about how to proceed.

specific diseases.
To most people, the tick - a bloodsucking parasite that leaves disease or
death in its wake - has few redeeming characteristics. But Dr. Coons and
Lamoreaux say they are fascinated by
the arthropods.
"Yes, they're totally disgusting
creatures," said Dr. Coons. "Even
Aristotle had some bad things to say
about them. But they're extremely interesting parasites." ■

A wrong answer produces only a
review lesson, not a medical emergency. Students often use the system
to study before beginning a clinical
class where they will come in contact
with actual patients, Dr. Luttrell said.
Another computer learning system
is in use at MSU's Reading Center
where children and adults receive individualized testing and instruction.
· The eight-station WI CAT computer
system can be programmed to teach
pre-school students the alphabet, or it
can be used to help adults overcome
lifelong reading problems. Other subjects such as mathematics can also be
taught using the system.
Dr. Oliphant says the academic
community has been slow to adopt
innovations such as computers and
interactive video to teach.
"The business world is way ahead of
us in using these tools," he said. "But
we're going to have to keep pace to
survive. It's something that's here to
stay and we are going to have to become
proficient in using new technology."■
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